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Transport properties of silicon implanted with bismuth
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The Hall effect and resistivity of Si:Bi with donor concentration varying from 3.031017 to 1.431020

cm23 were measured from room temperature down to 13 K. The samples were prepared by Bi1 implantation
in Van der Pauw structures delineated in Si chips. The measured resistivities were compared with the ones
calculated by a generalized Drude approach at similar temperatures and doping concentration, presenting fairly
good agreement. The critical impurity concentrationNc of the metal-nonmetal transition was measured to be
around 231019 cm23. The critical concentrationNc was calculated by comparing the ionization energy of the
insulating phase with the total energy of the metallic phase. This value ofNc agreed very well with the one
obtained experimentally and the values estimated from other theoretical approaches.@S0163-1829~97!01612-3#
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INTRODUCTION

The interest in the experimental and the theoretical inv
tigation of the electronic properties ofn-doped silicon has
recently increased.1–20 The importance of disorder and co
relation effects around the impurity critical concentrationNc

for the metal-nonmetal~MNM ! transition is still the subjec
of many investigation.1–10

Bismuth-doped silicon~Si:Bi!, which has received much
less attention than other donors in Si, has a larger ioniza
energy ~smaller effective Bohr radius! and consequently
higher critical concentrationNc when compared to the othe
group-V donors ~P, As, and Sb!.11 These characteristic
make the Si:Bi system very appropriate for the theoret
modeling of the transport properties from the insulating
the metallic phase, as well as for the investigation of
different mechanisms responsible for the MNM transition

In this work, the primary emphasis will be on the res
tivity and Hall effect measurements in Si:Bi, from room tem
perature down to 13 K, with variation of the impurity con
centration in the insulator to metallic range. The measu
samples were prepared by Bi1 implantation in Van der Pauw
structures delineated in Si chips. The band conduction
impurity conduction activation energies were obtained fr
the slopes of the two branches of the resistivity curves.

The resistivities obtained experimentally are compa
with the ones calculated from a recently proposed gene
ized Drude approach~GDA! at similar temperatures and dop
ing regimes. For the resistivity calculation, we start from
frequency-dependent general expression for a polar semi
ductor, reducing it to a nonpolar one in the static regi
considering the effects of scattering by a random distribut
of Coulomb impurities. The value of the critical concentr
tionNc is obtained by comparing the ionization energy in t
insulating phaseEI with the total energy in the metallic
550163-1829/97/55~15!/9584~6!/$10.00
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phaseET . The ionization energyEI is calculated using the
dielectric function model with a Lorentz-Lorenz correctio
This value ofNc obtained in such a general mode is com
pared with the ones estimated from other theoretical
proaches and the experimental value determined during
work.

EXPERIMENT

We usep-type,~100!-oriented Si wafers with resistivity in
the range 16–25V cm. Bismuth was implanted at room tem
perature in Van der Pauw structures21 with contact areas pre
senting low sheet resistance~,20V/h, phosphorous doped!.
Five implantation with energies of 360, 200, 120, 70, and
keV were accumulated in each sample with proper dose
result in a plateaulike profile of Bi from the surface to th
depth of 0.12mm with ;5% deviation, according toTRIM
code simulation.22

The implanted Bi doses were 2.531015 cm22 ~at 360
keV!, 1.431015 cm22 ~at 200 keV!, 831014 cm22 ~at 120
keV!, 731014 cm22 ~at 70 keV!, and 531014 cm22 ~at 35
keV! in order to achieve a Bi concentration of 531020 cm23.
The doses in the other samples were scaled to this sam
with 531020 cm23, according to the ratio of the desired B
concentration. Samples with implanted Bi concentrat
from 531017 to 531020 cm23 were prepared.

The damage annealing and the electrical activation of
were performed at 600 °C for 30 min in inert atmosphere
a halogen lamp furnace. For samples with Bi concentrat
less than 131019 cm23, a second annealing step was pe
formed at 900 °C for 60 s. The annealing process is
scribed in detail elsewhere.2,23

The as-implanted and annealed samples were analyze
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry using 760-keV H21

beam in random and in~100!-aligned~RBS/C! incidence di-
9584 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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rections. The carrier concentration depth distribution was
tained in the annealed Van der Pauw devices via seque
anodic oxidation and oxide striping followed by sheet res
tance and Hall effect measurements.

The electrical measurements were performed in an a
mated Keithley 180A Hall effect system. The Van der Pa
Si:Bi samples were mounted in a He closed-cycle cryo
that allowed Hall effect and resistivity measurements fr
room temperature down to 13 K. The measured electron c
centration of the prepared samples at 290 K ranged f
3.031017 to 1.431020 cm23; these values are considered
this work as the donor impurity concentrationNd of the
samples.

RESULTS

RBS/C analysis revealed that the as-implanted sam
with the lower Bi dose~total dose of 5.931012 cm22! is
crystalline with defect concentration level of 10% in a lay
extending from the surface up to the depth of 0.12mm. In
other samples the Bi-implanted layer was rendered am
phous.

The layer implanted to the highest Bi dose~total dose of
5.931015 cm22! was epitaxially recrystallized during annea
ing, presenting a residual defect concentration below the
tection level of our RBS/C analysis~less than 1%!. However,
a highly defective layer~thickness of 20 nm! remained at the
sample surface. In the other samples the residual defect
centration after annealing is below the detection level alo
all the depth.

Figure 1 shows the carrier concentration depth profile
the sample implanted with the highest total Bi do
~5.931015 cm22! after annealing. The profile is flat toppe
extending from a depth of 10 nm up to 120 nm, with
average concentration of 1.431020 cm23. This value repre-
sents an electrical activation of about 28% of the implan
Bi atoms. It is interesting to point out that this activat
concentration is three orders of magnitude higher than
solid solubility of Bi in Si at 1100 °C.24 Such a highly acti-
vated Bi concentration has been previously observed to f

FIG. 1. Carrier depth profile of a sample implanted with t
highest Bi dose~5.931015 cm22! after annealing at 600 °C for 30
min.
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during solid-phase epitaxial regrowth of an amorphized la
and presents metastability during annealing.23

Figures 2 and 3 show the electrical resistivity and H
coefficient of the Si:Bi samples with different donor impuri
concentrationNd as a function of temperature. The metall
character of the samples withNd higher than 231019 cm23

~three curves in the bottom part of both graphs! is evidenced
by the temperature-independent values of both resistivity
Hall coefficient through the whole temperature range inv
tigated.

For samples with Bi donor concentration less than 231019

FIG. 2. Electrical resistivity of Si:Bi with different donor impu
rity concentrationNd versus the inverse temperature.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the Hall coefficient of S
samples with different donor concentrationNd .
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cm23, the large enhancement in the resistivity and Hall c
efficient as the temperature decreases, due to the reducti
free electrons in the conduction band, demonstrates the s
conductor properties of the Si:Bi samples in this range
Nd . At the temperature where the impurity conduction sta
to replace the band conduction transport, the Hall coeffic
curves of these samples show a maximum and the resist
curves change their slopes drastically. As shown in Fig
the maximum in the Hall coefficient curves shifts to high
temperatures asNd increases.

The band conduction activation energyE1 and the impu-
rity conduction activation energyE2 calculated from the
slopes of the two branches of the log10r vs 1/T curves are
shown in Table I for the three semiconducting samples. T
valueE1571 meV, considered as the donor ionization e
ergy of Bi in Si,11 was found only for the most diluted
sample withNd5331017 cm23. As the donor concentration
Nd increases towards the critical concentrationNc , the mea-
sured activation energyE1 decreases its value, as expected
such a MNM transition.25 The values ofE2 shown in Table I
were calculated in the part of the curve where 1/T is higher
than 0.03 K21, as only at these temperatures the slopes
proach a constant value. These values are very small, sh
ing an almost metallic impurity conduction. This fact w
also observed for GaAs:Mn, which is an acceptor with
most the same ionization energy of Bi in Si.26 The activation
energyE2 also decreases asNd increases, showing the sam
behavior as forE1.

Figure 4~a! shows the resistivity dependence of Si:Bi o
the donor impurity concentrationNd at different tempera-
tures. We can observe that all the curvesr vsNd for different
temperatures merge together to one critical point. This p
indicates clearly that the critical impurity concentrationNc
for the metal-nonmetal transition is around 231019 cm23 for
silicon doped with bismuth. Figure 4~b! shows the theoretica
resistivity of Si:Bi calculated from the generalized Dru
approach with the same donor concentration and temp
tures of Fig. 4~a!. The calculations using the GDA method
determine the resistivity and the theoretical determination
the critical concentration of Si:Bi are described in the n
section.

THEORY AND DISCUSSION

In order to calculate the dependence of the resistivity
temperature and impurity concentration, we use the gene
ized Drude approach. In the GDA, one starts from a gen
alized Drude expression for the dynamical conduct
ity20,27,28

s~v!5
Ne2

m*
1

1/t~v!2 iv
, ~1!

TABLE I. Band conduction activation energyE1 and the impu-
rity conduction activation energyE2 for Si:Bi.

Nd ~cm23! E1 ~1023 eV! E2 ~1023 eV!

3.031017 70.6 2.2
1.831018 40.2 1.5
4.031018 31.6 0.3
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with a generalized complex-valued and frequency-depend
relaxation timet~v!. The expression found fort~v! is valid
for all frequencies, in particular for zero frequency, which
what we are interested in here. The net effect of the GDA
derived in the more general case of a po
semiconductor.27,29 The resistivity is then obtained as 1/s
and is found to be27

r~v!5
2 im*v

Nde
2 2

i2

3pNdv

3E
0

`

q2
@a~q,v!2a~q,0!#@«L~q,v!1a~q,0!#

«T
2~q,0!«T~q,v!

dq.

~2!

In the above expression,Nd is the donor impurity concentra
tion, e is the electric charge,m* is the effective mass,a is
the polarizability from the carriers,«L is the lattice dielectric
function, and«T is the total dielectric function.27

For frequency independent«L and no phonon polarizabil
ity, Eq. ~2! reduces to the expression for a nonpo
semiconductor2,18

r~v!5
2 im*v

Nde
2 1

i2

3pNdv
E
0

`

q2F 1

«T~q,v!
2

1

«T~q,0!Gdq,
~3!

which is identical to the result obtained in the so-called e
ergy loss method.30 We have assumed a random distributi
of Coulomb impurities.

The dielectric function«T is given by

FIG. 4. Si:Bi resistivity as a function of the donor concentrati
Nd ~a! measured at different temperatures and~b! calculated by the
generalized Drude approach at the sameNd values and tempera
tures.
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«T~q,v!5«1ya1~q,v!1 i ya2~q,v!, ~4!

where« is the dielectric constant for Si anda1 anda2 are the
real and imaginary parts of the polarizabilities from one
the y valleys of dopant carriers. The number of valleys is
in Si, and these functions are temperature dependent.

We are interested in the static resistivity, which can
written as
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16\kF

3y

12pNdEF
E
0

`

Q2

]a2~Q,W!

]W U
W50

@«1ya1~Q,0!#2
dQ. ~5!

The imaginary part can be obtained analytically in t
random-phase approximation.31 It is given by
a2~Q,W!52
m* e2

8\kFQ
3B F lnS cosh$B@W1~Q21W2/Q22M !/2#%

cosh$B@W2~Q21W2/Q22M !/2#% D22BWG , ~6!
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where we have introduced the dimensionless variab
Q5q/2kF , W5\v/4EF , B5bEF , and M5m/EF . The
quantitykF is the Fermi wave number,EF is the Fermi en-
ergy,m is the chemical potential, andb51/KBT, whereKB is
the Boltzmann constant. The real part can be obtained f
the imaginary part through the Kramers-Kronig dispers
relation.

The resistivity is reduced to

r~0!5
2y~m* e!2

3pNd\
3kF

E
0

` $12tanh@0.5B~Q22M !#%

Q@«1ya1~Q,0!#
dQ.

~7!

The temperature variation ofm is obtained from the implicit
expression18,32

B3/25E
0

U 3y

12y2
$A1 ln@~12y2!/y2#%1/2dy, ~8!

whereU5(11e2A)21/2 and A5BM5mb. For a givenA
one obtainsB. This means that a relation betweenA andB is
found.

The calculated resistivity of Si:Bi as a function of imp
rity concentration and temperature obtained using the pro
dure described above is presented in Fig. 4~b!. For compari-
son, the resistivities of Si:Bi were calculated at the sa
donor concentration and temperatures of the meas
samples@Fig. 4~a!#. In both graphs, the resistivity at differen
temperatures converge to one common value at the s
donor concentration around 231019 cm23, which is deter-
mined to be the critical concentrationNc for the MNM tran-
sition in Si:Bi. Despite the differences in the absolute res
tivity values, both measured and calculatedr vs Nd curves
presented similar forms. However, a qualitative differen
between the theoretical and experimental curves is obse
for the low-density region at low temperatures. The theo
ical curves show a much weaker density dependence tha
experimental ones. This is probably due to the neglec
multiple scattering in the theory. Multiple scattering, whi
leads to an enhancement of the resistivity, becomes of
creasing importance at lower carrier concentration and t
perature.

To determine the impurity critical concentration for th
MNM transition we use a model with one localized don
level below the conduction band. The carriers are distribu
s
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throughout this level and the continuum states according
the Fermi-Dirac distribution function. We compare the e
ergy in the insulating phase, the ionization energyEI , with
the energy per electron in the metallic phaseET . The later
one includes the kinetic energy, the exchange and correla
energies, and the electron-ion interaction energy. The re
should refer to Refs. 33 and 34 for more details about
derivation of this total energy.

The ionization energyEI is determined using the Lorent
expression for the dielectric function with the Lorent
Lorenz correction. The dielectric function for silicon plu
unionized donors is

«~v!511

4pNuadv0
2

v0
22v22 iGv

14pNhah

12
1

3 S 4pNuadv0
2

v0
22v22 iGv

14pNhahD , ~9!

whereNu is the density of unionized donors,Nh is the con-
tribution of the host charge density,E05\v0 is the ionization
energy for a single donor, andad andah are the contribution
from the static polarizabilities for the unionized donors a
host, respectively.

Developing the expression for«~v!, the ionization fre-
quencyvI can be identified as

v I5v0S 12
4p~k12!Nuad

9 D 1/2, ~10!

where

k511
4pNhah

12 1
3 ~4pNhah!

. ~11!

The ionization energyEI5\v I as a function ofNu is written
as

EI5E0F12
p~k12!Nu

4 S e2

kE0
D 3G1/2, ~12!

where we have usedad59/2a d
3 and the Bohr radius for the

donor ad5e2/2kE0 , expressed as a function of the ioniz
tion energy for an isolated donorE0. The density of union-
ized donorsNu is related to the donor impurity concentratio
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Nd according to the Fermi-Dirac distribution with the chem
cal potentialm determined by Eq.~8!.

The ionization energy in the insulating phaseEI for Si:Bi
was calculated using Eq.~12! and assuming the experiment
value of 71 meV forE0. This value of 71 meV is considere
to be the donor ionization energy of Bi in Si and was me
sured in this work for the most diluted sample~first E1 value
in Table I!. Figure 5 shows the ionization energy of the i
sulating phaseEI ~dashed curve! and the energy of the me
tallic phaseET ~solid curve! of Si:Bi as a function of the
impurity donor concentrationNd . At the point where these
energies cross, we obtain the critical concentrationNc for the
MNM transition. The valueNc obtained in the crossing poin
is 1.6931019 cm23.

The critical concentrationNc can be obtained in a simple
way instead of the complex method of calculating and co

FIG. 5. Ionization energy of the insulating phaseEI ~dashed
curve! and the energy of the metallic phaseET ~solid curve! of
Si:Bi versus the donor concentrationNd .
v

v

-

-

paring EI with ET by just finding the donor concentratio
whereEI vanishes in Eq.~12!, replacingk by the dielectric
constant« and assumingNu5Nd . We foundNc51.6931019

and 1.8831019 cm23 for «511.4 and 12.0, respectively, wit
the sameE0571 meV of Bi in Si. Both values ofNc are very
close to a value estimated previously,11 i.e., Nc51.831019

cm23. These values of the impurity critical concentrationNc
of Si:Bi determined theoretically by different methods agr
very well with the value determined experimentally in th
work.

CONCLUSION

In summary, the resistivity and Hall effect of silicon im
planted with bismuth with impurity concentrations in the i
sulator to metallic phase were investigated experimentally
a function of temperature. The generalized Drude appro
used to calculate the concentration and temperat
dependent resistivity worked well for the Si:Bi system, pr
senting fairly good agreement with the experimental resu
The model, in which the ionization energy of the insulati
phase is compared with the total energy in the meta
phase, applied to determine the impurity critical concent
tion for the MNM transition of Si:Bi presented good resu
when compared with the experimental value obtained h
and the estimated values derived by other theoretical
proaches.
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